Environmentalism Outside the Box: An Ecosex Symposium

May 18–19, 2017 10am–10pm
Digital Arts Research Center 108 (DARC Building) UCSC

Decolonizing Settler Sexuality
Kim TallBear
Professor of Native Studies, University of Alberta

Love and Struggle:
Grounding Against Environmental Fatalism
Chris Cuomo
Professor of Philosophy and Women's Studies, University of Georgia

Donna Haraway: Story Telling for Earthly Survival
Documentary Film & Discussion
with Donna Haraway (Distinguished Professor Emerita UCSC) and Fabrizio Terranova (Filmmaker)

Academic Freedom In An Ecosexphobic World
Slow Dancing with Horses
Unsettling Our Earthly Pleasures
The Ecosex Bath House
Larval Rock Stars
Tree Huggers Unite!
Going Green Between the Sheets
Pollination Pod Punks
Got Woodwinds?
The Art of Eco-burlesque
Animal Performativity
Ecosex Art, Theory, Practices and Activism
Bees, Bathhouses & Beyond

The Explorer's Guide to Planet Orgasm
A Book Reading Event at Pure Pleasure Shop

Plus these Presenters

Kevin O'Connor
Lori Halliday
Beth Stephens
Annie Sprinkle
Melissa Nelson
Leititia Berlin
Frances Blaker
Sarah Fylak
July Cole
Lehua Taitano
Cleo Woedl-Erkine
Natalie Taber
Mike Matzen
Praba Pillar
Anuj Vaidya
Michael Morris
Stefanie Iris Weiss
Keith Wilson
Dylan Bolles
Joe Dumit
Tanya August
Loren Kronemyer
J. Dellecave
Cosmos
Xandra Coe
Judy Meath
Buddahjack
Kim Russo
Lisa Rofel
Kim Marks
Lady Monster
Betty Grumbles
Tessa Wills
Zen Cohen
Luke Dixon
Isabelle Carlier
T.J. Demos
Kimball Barton
Andrea Fender
Joseph Kramer

http://earthlab.ucsc.edu

Everyone is welcome. Symposium is free.
There is a fee to park in UCSC parking lots.

Thanks to all our sponsors: Dean’s Fund for Excellence, UCSC’s Office of Research, and the following:
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